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Abstract: 40 

Mirror neurons (MNs) have the distinguishing characteristic of modulating during both execution 41 

and observation of an action. Although most studies of MNs have focused on various features of 42 

the observed movement, mirror neurons also may monitor the behavioral circumstances in 43 

which the movement is embedded, including time periods preceding and following the observed 44 

movement. Here, we recorded multiple MNs simultaneously from implanted electrode arrays as 45 

two male monkeys executed and observed a reach, grasp, and manipulate task involving 46 

different target objects. MNs were recorded from premotor cortex (PM-MNs) and primary motor 47 

cortex (M1-MNs). During execution trials, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) applied to the activity 48 

of either PM- or M1-MN populations most often detected sequences of 4 hidden states, which 49 

we named according to the behavioral epoch during which each state began: initial, reaction, 50 

movement, and final. The hidden states of MN populations thus reflected not only the 51 

movement, but also three behavioral epochs during which no movement occurred. HMMs 52 

trained on execution trials could decode similar sequences of hidden states in observation trials, 53 

with complete hidden state sequences decoded more frequently from PM-MN populations than 54 

from M1-MN populations. Moreover, population trajectories projected in a 2-dimensional plane 55 

defined by execution trials were preserved in observation trials more for PM- than for M1-MN 56 

populations. These results suggest that MN populations represent entire behavioral sequences, 57 

including both movement and non-movement. PM-MN populations showed greater similarity 58 

than M1-MN populations in their representation of behavioral sequences during execution 59 

versus observation.  60 
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Significance Statement: 61 

Mirror neurons (MNs) are thought to provide a neural mechanism for understanding the actions 62 

of others. But for an action to be understood, both the movement per se and the non-movement 63 

context before and after the movement need to be represented. We found that simultaneously 64 

recorded MN populations encoded sequential hidden neural states corresponding approximately 65 

to sequential behavioral epochs of a reach, grasp, and manipulate task. During observation 66 

trials, hidden state sequences were similar to those identified in execution trials. Hidden state 67 

similarity was stronger for MN populations in premotor cortex than for those in primary motor 68 

cortex. Execution/observation similarity of hidden state sequences may contribute to 69 

understanding the actions of others without actually performing the action oneself. 70 
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Introduction  71 

Mirror neurons (MNs) discharge both as a movement is being performed by the subject 72 

(execution) and when the subject observes the same movement being performed by another 73 

individual (observation). MNs that discharged in relation to grasping actions of the hand were 74 

originally identified in area F5 of the macaque ventral premotor cortex (PMv) (di Pellegrino et al., 75 

1992; Gallese et al., 1996a; Rizzolatti et al., 1996). Neurons that discharge during both 76 

execution and observation also have been found in other cortical areas, including the dorsal 77 

premotor cortex (PMd), the primary motor cortex (M1), and the inferior parietal lobule (IFP) 78 

(Cisek and Kalaska, 2004; Tkach et al., 2007; Rozzi et al., 2008; Kilner et al., 2009; Kraskov et 79 

al., 2009; Dushanova and Donoghue, 2010; Vigneswaran et al., 2013). MN activity traditionally 80 

has been interpreted as providing an abstracted representation of the action’s goal (Gallese et 81 

al., 2004). Yet MN activity can differ depending on a variety of circumstances under which the 82 

goal of the observed action remains unchanged. MN activity may vary depending on whether 83 

the observed movement occurs within versus beyond the reach of the subject’s arm (Umilta et 84 

al., 2001; Caggiano et al., 2009), or depending on the subject’s point of view in observing the 85 

movement (Caggiano et al., 2011; Maranesi et al., 2017). MNs thus carry information about the 86 

context in which particular movements are made.  87 

 88 

Although most studies of MNs have focused on discharge during the movement, contextual 89 

information is present before, during, and after the movement occurs. When having dinner with 90 

someone, you might expect to observe the other person pick up a piece of bread and put it in 91 

his/her mouth but not put it on his/her shoulder, although the movement would be very similar. 92 

MNs have been shown to discharge as monkeys both grasped-to-eat and grasped-to-place an 93 

object near the shoulder (Fogassi et al., 2005; Bonini et al., 2010). We hypothesized that MNs 94 

monitor not only observed movements per se, but entire sequences of behavioral epochs in 95 

which movements are embedded. 96 
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 97 

Although the firing rate of MNs before and after movements generally is relatively low, the 98 

simultaneous activity of MN populations nevertheless might carry information not only about the 99 

movements, but about behavioral epochs preceding and following the movements. Hidden 100 

Markov Models (HMMs) can be used to infer unobservable state sequences based on the 101 

statistics of observable neural events (Rabiner, 1989; Jones et al., 2007). Neural activity 102 

recorded from M1 and/or the premotor cortex (PM) of non-human primates has been shown to 103 

evolve through sequences of hidden states during trials of reaching and grasping movements 104 

(Abeles et al., 1995; Kemere et al., 2008; Kang et al., 2015). Such hidden states provide one 105 

way of representing high dimensional neural population activity in a discretized lower 106 

dimensional state-space.  107 

 108 

We therefore applied HMMs to detect hidden state sequences in populations of MNs during 109 

both execution and observation of a reach, grasp, and manipulate (RGM) task. We recorded 110 

neural activity from both PM and M1 as monkeys performed the RGM task and again as the 111 

monkeys observed a human experimenter performing the task. We then selected neurons that 112 

were modulated significantly during both execution and observation, and applied HMMs to these 113 

MN populations in PM (PM-MNs) and in M1 (M1-MNs) separately to preserve any 114 

characteristics distinguishing the two cortical areas. Rather than showing one state during 115 

movement and another non-movement state, MN populations showed four distinct hidden states 116 

during individual RGM trials, which we named according to the behavioral epoch during which 117 

each state began:   initial, reaction, movement, and final. HMMs trained on execution trials 118 

identified similar sequences of hidden states during observation trials, more robustly for PM- 119 

than for M1-MN populations. Moreover, when mapped to a lower dimensional subspace, the 120 

four sequential hidden states corresponded to sequential regions of neural population 121 

trajectories. 122 
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Materials and Methods 124 

Experimental Preparation 125 

All procedures for the care and use of nonhuman primates followed the Guide for the Care and 126 

Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University Committee on Animal 127 

Resources at the University Rochester. Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta; monkey L 128 

and monkey X, weights 9 and 11 kg, respectively) were used in the present experiments. As 129 

described previously (Mollazadeh et al., 2011), both monkeys had been implanted with floating 130 

microelectrode arrays (FMAs; MicroProbes, Gaithersburg, MD) in the primary motor cortex (M1) 131 

and the premotor cortex (PM) of the left hemisphere. Each FMA had 16 recording electrodes of 132 

various lengths (1 to 9 mm). Recordings for the present study were obtained from 4 FMAs 133 

implanted in M1 and 4 in PM for Monkey L and from 6 FMAs in M1 and 2 in PM for Monkey X. 134 

For both monkeys, the PM electrodes were located in the posterior bank and lip of the arcuate 135 

sulcus, with the majority in the ventral premotor cortex (PMv). 136 

 137 

Behavioral Task – Execution 138 

Each monkey was trained to sit in a primate chair and perform a reach, grasp, and manipulate 139 

(RGM) task with its right arm as described in detail previously (Mollazadeh et al., 2011). The 140 

center “home” object was a coaxial cylinder 20 mm in diameter and 60 mm in length. 141 

Surrounding the home cylinder were four target objects: a perpendicular cylinder, another 142 

coaxial cylinder, a button, and a sphere (Figure 1). The target objects were located at 45  143 

intervals on a circle of 13 cm radius centered on the home object. Each monkey used its right 144 

hand to perform the task while the left arm was restrained in the primate chair. The monkey 145 

initiated each trial by pulling the home object for a variable initial hold period (1.0 to 1.5 s). Then 146 

a ring of blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs) illuminated around the base of one of the target 147 

objects, instructing the monkey to reach to, grasp, and manipulate that object—pulling the 148 

perpendicular or coaxial cylinder, pushing the button, or turning the sphere. When a given object 149 
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was manipulated, a second ring of green LEDs at the base of that object was illuminated. The 150 

monkey then was required to maintain the manipulated position for a final hold of fixed duration 151 

(monkey L: 0.9 s; monkey X: 1.0 s). Upon successful completion of each trial, a liquid reward 152 

was delivered.  153 

<Figure 1 near here> 154 

The target object for each trial was selected in a pseudorandom block design. Blocks consisted 155 

of one trial involving each of the four target objects presented in a random order. After 156 

successful completion of these four trials in a given block, the order of objects was randomly 157 

reshuffled for the next block. For trials ending in an error, the subsequent trial instructed the 158 

same target object until a trial was performed successfully. This prevented the monkey from 159 

avoiding trials of any particular object. The behavioral task was controlled by custom software 160 

written in TEMPO (Reflective Computing, Olympia, WA) which also sent 8-bit behavioral event 161 

marker codes into the recorded data stream. These codes marked the time at which certain 162 

behavioral events occurred, including the onset of the instruction, release of the center object 163 

indicating movement onset, start of the final hold period, and completion of the final hold period. 164 

Behavioral epochs were defined based on these behavioral event markers: initial hold epoch – 165 

from the start of a trial to instruction onset; reaction time epoch – from instruction onset to 166 

movement onset; movement epoch– from movement onset to the start of the final hold ; and 167 

final hold epoch – from the start to the end of the final hold period.  168 

 169 

Behavioral Task – Observation 170 

During observation trials, with both hands restrained in the primate chair, the monkey observed 171 

an experimenter perform the same RGM task. Standing on the monkey’s right side, an 172 

experimenter grasped the center object, received a blue LED instruction, reached to, grasped, 173 

and manipulated the target object, and then held the target object for the final hold duration. 174 

Upon successful completion of a trial performed by the experimenter, the monkey received a 175 
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reward. In addition, to keep the monkey attentive, the experimenter occasionally made errors, 176 

after which the monkey received no reward. Incorrect trials were repeated until successfully 177 

completed.  Because the monkey therefore could predict the object involved on any trial 178 

preceded by an error, only successful trials not preceded by an error trial were included in off-179 

line analyses of both execution and observation. 180 

 181 

Neural Recordings 182 

During recording sessions, each monkey performed RGM trials itself (execution) and then 183 

observed the experimenter performing RGM trials (observation) in separate blocks of trials. 184 

Prior to beginning data collection, thresholds were set for spiking activity from each of 128 185 

recording electrodes using Plexon’s Sort Client (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX, USA). During both 186 

execution and observation trials, neuron spike times and action potential waveforms were 187 

captured using a Plexon MAP System (Plexon MAP Software, RRID:SCR_003170), along with 188 

the behavioral event marker codes generated by the TEMPO task-control system. Off-line, 189 

neuron spikes were sorted further using Plexon’s Off-line Sorter followed by a custom sorting 190 

algorithm.  191 

 192 

Each sorted unit was analyzed for task related modulation during execution and observation 193 

trials using repeated measures analysis of variance (rANOVA). For each successful trial 194 

involving any of the four target objects, the spike rate of the unit was binned in 100 ms non-195 

overlapping windows aligned on instruction onset. Using MATLAB functions rmfit and ranova 196 

(MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA, RRID:SCR_001622), a repeated measures model was fit to the 197 

data (rmfit) and a two-way ANOVA (time x object) was performed to detect significant effects 198 

(ranova). The unit was considered to modulate significantly during execution or observation if a 199 

significant effect of time or of the interaction between time and object was detected (Bonferroni 200 

corrected for the number of effects being examined, p < 0.05 / 2 = 0.025). Any unit that 201 
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modulated significantly for both behavioral conditions (execution or observation) was considered 202 

to be a MN. 203 

 204 

Each MN was classified as a definite single-unit, probable single-unit, or multi-unit based on the 205 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of its captured waveforms and the fraction of false-positive spikes 206 

( ) that may have originated from another neuron or from noise (Meunier et al., 2003; Hill et al., 207 

2011; Rouse and Schieber, 2016). The value of  was estimated from the number of inter-spike 208 

interval violations (< 1 ms),  ,  using the following equation (Hill et al. 2011, eq. 1): 209 

 

where  is the total number of spikes,  is the duration of the recorded session,  is the 210 

refractory period (chosen at 1 ms), and  is the waveform sort width after threshold crossing, 211 

during which no other spikes could have been detected (0.675 ms). The SNR was calculated as 212 

 where A is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the mean spike waveform and 213 

 is the standard deviation of the residual noise after subtracting the mean waveform from 214 

each of 32 sampled time points. Each MN was classified as follows: 1) MNs with an SNR ≥ 3 215 

and no inter-spike interval violations ( = 0,  = 0) were considered “definite” single units; 2) 216 

MNs with SNR ≥ 2.5 and an estimated 90% or more true spikes (  ≤ 0.1) were considered to be 217 

“probable” single units; and 3) MNs with 2.5 > SNR ≥ 1.5 and/or  > 0.1 were considered “multi-218 

units.”  Any units with SNR < 1.5 were discarded from further analysis.  219 

 220 

For each MN we calculated two metrics to quantify the MN’s selectivity across the four objects 221 

and its execution/observation similarity, both focused on the movement epoch during which 222 

MNs typically have been studied.  First, we calculated the change in firing rate between baseline 223 

(averaged over the 500 ms immediately preceding the instruction onset) and the movement 224 
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epoch (averaged from movement onset to the start of the final hold) in each trial. We averaged 225 

this change in firing rate across all trials separately for each object ( ).  We then considered 226 

these four average firing rates as a vector, and normalized them by the length of that vector (L2-227 

norm, ): 228 

 

thereby capturing the MN’s relative changes in firing rate associated with each of the four 229 

objects as a 4-dimensional unit vector. If a MN was ideally selective for one object, then the 230 

normalized firing rates, , would be 1 for one of the objects and 0 for the others (e.g. 231 

). If a MN was ideally unselective, then the average firing rate would be equal 232 

for all four objects ( ) yielding four normalized firing rates,  , all of equal 233 

magnitude: 234 

 

 235 

To calculate a selectivity index, , the normalized firing rates for each MN were rectified to 236 

treat increases and decreases equivalently. The unit vectors 1) for any given MN, 2) for an 237 

ideally unselective MN, and 3) for an ideally selective MN then are: 238 

 

The arc length distance ( ) between the ideally selective ( ) and the ideally unselective 239 

( ) MN is then: 240 

 

and the arc length between the unit vector representing any given MN and the ideally 241 

unselective MN is:  242 
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We then compute our selectivity index ( ) as: 243 

. 244 

 can vary between 0 (ideally unselective) and 1 (ideally selective for one object, regardless 245 

of which object).  For each MN, a  was calculated separately for execution and for 246 

observation. 247 

 248 

To quantify the similarity of MN activity during execution and observation, for each MN we 249 

considered the four  (without rectification) from execution trials as one vector ( ) and the 250 

four  from observation trials as another vector ( ): 251 

 

We then calculated our execution/observation similarity index ( ) as:  252 

 

If the MN’s movement epoch activity during execution and observation was ideally similar, the 253 

two vectors would align and the  would be 1. If the MN’s activity was completely dissimilar 254 

during execution versus observation, the two vectors would be orthogonal and the  would be 255 

0. If activity was modulated in opposite directions during execution versus observation but with 256 

the same relative magnitude for each of the four objects, the  would be -1. 257 

 258 

Hidden Markov Modeling 259 

For both monkeys, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were trained to detect four states in 260 

successful execution trials separately for each target object and for each MN population (PM or 261 

M1) in each session. Training on PM- and M1-MN populations separately maintained any 262 

distinguishing population characteristics during the task. Successful trials included for analysis 263 
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required 1) the trial had been performed correctly (i.e. a reward had been delivered) and 2) the 264 

preceding trial also had been performed correctly (so that the monkey could not anticipate the 265 

instructed object).  266 

 267 

For each trial, spike times of all MNs in the simultaneously-recorded population were used to 268 

create a single input observation sequence for training the HMMs. The input observation 269 

sequence for each trial spanned the time from 500 ms prior to the instruction onset until 500 ms 270 

after completion of the final hold. Because the monkey’s reaction and movement times varied 271 

from trial to trial, so did the duration of the input observation sequences. Spike times were 272 

binned in 2 ms windows. A unique MN identifier (ID) ranging from 1 to N, the total number of 273 

MNs in the population, was assigned to any bin in which a spike from a given MN had occurred. 274 

A zero was assigned to any bin in which no MN spike occurred. In the event that multiple MNs 275 

discharged during the same 2 ms bin, the ID of one of the discharging MNs was selected 276 

randomly and assigned to that bin. The resulting one-dimensional sequence of MN IDs and 277 

zeroes then described the population activity in each trial. These sequences were used to train 278 

HMMs. The Baum-Welch algorithm (Baum et al., 1970) recursively estimated the following HMM 279 

parameters: 1) a transition matrix (the probabilities of a transition from the current state to any of 280 

the four states) and 2) an emission matrix (the probabilities that a given unit will fire in a given 281 

state). Estimates of the model parameters were updated either for 500 iterations or until the log-282 

likelihood converged to less than a tolerance factor (< 10-6). The Baum-Welch algorithm 283 

guaranteed approaching a local maximum log-likelihood, though not necessarily the global 284 

maximum. Therefore, each model was trained starting at 10 different initial conditions to 285 

improve the chances of approximating the global maximum log-likelihood. From these 10 286 

trained models, the resulting model with the greatest log-likelihood was selected for subsequent 287 

analyses (Jones et al., 2007). Note that the training of HMMs incorporated no information about 288 

the timing of the behavioral events. 289 
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 290 

Hidden State Analyses 291 

Once an HMM had been trained for a given object and MN population, we quantified the extent 292 

to which the sequence of hidden states was consistent from trial to trial. A state was considered 293 

active if its probability exceeded an arbitrarily chosen threshold of 0.6. An ordinal sequence of 294 

active states then was determined for each trial. For execution trials, the state sequence 295 

consistency was quantified as the percentage of all trials for a given target object that had the 296 

same order of hidden states. Because the monkeys’ reaction times and movement times varied 297 

from trial to trial, hidden state sequences were analyzed from 500 ms before until 1500 ms after 298 

instruction onset, sufficient to capture the early portion of the final hold epoch across all trials.  299 

 300 

The HMMs trained on the execution trials then were used to decode hidden states during the 301 

observation trials for the same MN population. Similar to the execution trials, the state sequence 302 

consistency across observation trials was quantified as the fraction of all trials involving a given 303 

target object that had the same order of active hidden states from 500 ms before until 1500 ms 304 

after instruction onset. During 273 of the 1114 observation trials (24.5%), only one state, and 305 

hence no sequence of states, was detected for the duration of the trial. Such trials were 306 

excluded from analyses identifying the most common state sequence.  307 

 308 

Data Shuffling 309 

To examine the factors in the original data that enabled HMMs to identify consistent state 310 

sequences, shuffled datasets were used to train additional HMMs. For all types of shuffling, the 311 

original spike times of a given unit within a given trial were conserved, and these original spike 312 

time sequences were shuffled without replacement. First, we shuffled the data among the trials 313 

involving a given object (“trial-shuffled”). For example, trial-shuffled “sphere trial 1” might consist 314 

of the recording from unit 1 during original sphere trial 7, the recording from unit 2 during original 315 
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sphere trial 3, the recording from unit 3 during original sphere trial 9, etc. Trial-shuffling thus 316 

preserved each unit’s firing rate histogram within and across objects but destroyed any precise 317 

temporal synchrony between units. Second, we shuffled each unit’s spike times across trials 318 

involving various objects (“object-shuffled”), which necessarily meant also shuffling data from 319 

different trials. For example, object-shuffled “sphere trial 1” might consist of the recording from 320 

unit 1 during original button trial 5, the recording from unit 2 during original sphere trial 13, the 321 

recording from unit 3 during original coaxial cylinder trial 4, etc. Shuffling across objects 322 

preserved each neuron’s firing rate histogram across all objects but not within each object. 323 

Third, we shuffled the ID of each neuron within each original trial (“neuron-shuffled”). This 324 

neuron shuffling preserved the precise timing and true simultaneity of the original recordings in 325 

each trial but shuffled the recordings from different units among the IDs used by the HMM. For 326 

example, neuron-shuffled “sphere trial 1” consisted entirely of unit recordings from the original 327 

sphere trial 1, but the recording from unit 1 might be assigned to ID = 4, the recording from unit 328 

2 to ID = 9, the recording from unit 3 to ID = 2, etc. Consequently, the recording for ID = 1 in 329 

shuffled sphere trials 1, 2, 3, etc., might be the recording from unit 8 in original sphere trial 1, 330 

from unit 3 in original sphere trial 2, from unit 7 in original sphere trial 3, etc. Shuffling the 331 

identity of the neurons preserved the precise timing simultaneity of the original recordings in 332 

each trial, but not the mean firing rate histograms for each neuron ID.  333 

 334 

For each of the shuffled datasets, HMMs were trained in the same fashion as the original, 335 

unshuffled dataset (described above). Spike times from each trial were binned in 2 ms windows, 336 

10 different HMMs were estimated at different initial conditions, and the HMM with the greatest 337 

log-likelihood was then selected as the model with which to continue analysis. This process was 338 

repeated 15 times to obtain several HMMs resulting from different iterations of shuffling. The 339 

resulting 15 HMMs then were analyzed for consistent state sequences (described above) to 340 

compare with the original unshuffled dataset. 341 
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 342 

Neural Trajectory Analyses 343 

Patterns of covariation in a simultaneously recorded neural population can be analyzed as 344 

trajectories through a neural space in which each neuron’s firing rate constitutes an orthogonal 345 

dimension (Churchland et al., 2012; Ames et al., 2014; Cunningham and Yu, 2014). The major 346 

components of these high-dimensional trajectories then can be examined in a low-dimensional 347 

subspace. We projected the neural trajectories of MN populations into low-dimensional 348 

subspaces using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). To convert the binned inputs used for 349 

the HMMs to firing rate estimates, a 50 ms Gaussian filter was applied to the spike times of 350 

each MN in each trial. The firing rates of each MN were averaged across execution trials 351 

involving each object, and PCA was performed on the population of MNs for each object 352 

separately. The joint neural trajectories during individual trials were mapped into the resulting 353 

subspace defined by the first 2 principal components (PCs) and averaged across execution and 354 

observation trials separately.  355 

 356 

Results  357 

Neural activity was recorded and analyzed initially from execution trials (263 trials for Monkey L; 358 

294 for Monkey X) and from observation trials (239 for Monkey L; 278 for Monkey X) of the 359 

reach, grasp, manipulate (RGM) task from 3 sessions in each monkey. A summary of the 360 

number of execution trials, reaction times, and movement times for each monkey and for the 361 

human experimenter is given in Table 1. Reaction times for Monkey L, Monkey X, and the 362 

experimenter were significantly different from one another (pairwise Wilcoxon rank-sum tests 363 

with Bonferroni correction for three comparisons, p < 0.05/3 = 0.0167; pL,X = 5e-70, pL,E = 3e-364 

109, pX,E = 7e-39). Movement times for both monkeys differed significantly from those of the 365 

experimenter (pL,E = 4e-104, pX,E = 2e-90) but not from one another (pL,X = 0.055). The 366 

experimenter took longer to react and to move than either monkey. 367 
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<Table 1 Near Here> 368 

Using rANOVA, we identified 272 single- and multi-units from monkey L and 258 from Monkey X 369 

that had significant task-related modulation during execution trials. Table 2 summarizes the total 370 

numbers of significantly modulated units from each monkey, along with a breakdown for each 371 

session. Of the units with significant modulation during execution, 101 (37.1%) units from 372 

monkey L also demonstrated task-related modulation during observation, as did 139 (53.9%) 373 

from Monkey X. Although our criteria may differ from those used by others, here we will refer to 374 

units that modulated significantly during both execution and observation as mirror neurons 375 

(MNs). We also divided MNs into subpopulations recorded from PM or M1. Of the 101 MNs 376 

recorded in the three sessions from Monkey L, 75 (74.3%) were recorded in PM and 26 (25.7%) 377 

in M1; for Monkey X, 23 (16.6%) were recorded in PM and 116 (83.5%) in M1. Across all 378 

experimental sessions from both monkeys, 49 MNs were classified as definite single-units, 51 379 

as probable single-units, and 140 as multi-units. Because our analyses are based on 380 

simultaneously recorded populations, we made no attempt to determine which of these units 381 

were recorded in more than one session. 382 

<Table 2 near here> 383 

Though MNs often are thought to discharge almost identically during execution and observation 384 

of a particular movement and not discharge during other movements, previous studies have 385 

shown that many MNs discharge during both execution and observation of multiple different 386 

grasps (Rochat et al., 2010; Bonini et al., 2014b) and that the discharge of a given MN during 387 

execution versus observation of the same grasp may vary from “congruent” to “non-congruent” 388 

(Gallese et al., 1996b; Vigneswaran et al., 2013). We likewise observed that individual MNs 389 

showed different degrees of similarity in the timing and amplitude of their activity during 390 

execution versus observation (Figure 2). Some MNs had similar discharge patterns during both 391 

execution and observation for each target object. The example MN in Figure 2A began to 392 

discharge shortly after movement onset (circle in each raster line) and increased its firing rate 393 
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until the start of the final hold (upward triangle). Although this MN discharged at similar times in 394 

the trials involving all four objects, its peak firing rate varied among objects, being highest for the 395 

button during both execution and observation. For other MNs, however, the modulation patterns 396 

during execution and observation were less similar. The MN shown in Figure 2B discharged a 397 

burst between the appearance of the instruction and movement onset but thereafter its firing 398 

rate decreased below its tonic baseline during execution trials, whereas during observation trials 399 

the burst was less intense and firing remained above baseline except for trials involving the 400 

perpendicular cylinder. Moreover, whereas this neuron achieved similar peak firing rates during 401 

execution trials involving the button and the coaxial cylinder in execution trials, in observation 402 

trials its firing rates were substantially lower for the coaxial cylinder. Note that although the 403 

discharge of these MNs had differing degrees of similarity during execution and observation 404 

trials, the overall pattern of discharge tended to be conserved in each MN. The former (Figure 405 

2A) had no baseline firing and discharged a burst during movement, while the latter (Figure 2B) 406 

had a tonic firing rate that increased after the instruction appeared and then decreased.  407 

<Figure 2 near here> 408 

We developed two metrics to quantify 1) how selective each MN was for a particular object (a 409 

selectivity index, ) and 2) how similar each MN’s discharge was during the movement epoch 410 

of execution versus observation trials (a similarity index, ). The  compared the absolute 411 

change in firing rate from the initial hold to the movement epoch averaged across trials involving 412 

each object. A  of 1 indicates that the MN discharged for only one object, whereas a  of 413 

0 indicates that the MN discharged equivalently for all four objects.  414 

 415 

For each MN, we calculated a  separately for execution and for observation trials. Figure 3A 416 

depicts the  distributions for PM-MNs versus M1-MNs, each pooled across sessions and 417 

monkeys. For PM-MNs,  values for execution trials (0.46 [0.32 0.58], (median [25th, 75th 418 
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percentiles])) and for observation trials (0.47 [0.34 0.56]) were not significantly different (p=0.52, 419 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test). For M1-MNs, however,  values for execution trials (0.40 [0.23 420 

0.54]) were lower than for observation trials (0.45 [0.33 0.59]) (p=0.009, Wilcoxon signed-rank 421 

test). The selectivity of PM-MNs and M1-MNs differed for execution trials (p=0.01, Kruskal-422 

Wallis test), but not for observation trials (p=0.92, Kruskal-Wallis test).  M1-MNs thus tended to 423 

be slightly less selective during execution trials. 424 

<Figure 3 near here> 425 

We also compared the  distributions for definite single-units, probable single-units, and 426 

multi-units, pooling across PM- and M1-MNs from all three sessions in both monkeys (Figure 427 

3C). For definite single-units, the median  for execution trials was 0.42 [0.26, 0.64] and for 428 

observation trials was 0.44 [0.35, 0.56]. For probable single-units, the median  for execution 429 

trials was 0.42 [0.32, 0.50] and for observation trials was 0.46 [0.32, 0.58]. For multi-units, the 430 

median  for execution trials was 0.44 [0.25, 0.55] and for observation trials was 0.47 [0.33, 431 

0.59]. In none of these three MN classes did  differ between execution and observation 432 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, p = 0.95 for definite single-units, p = 0.32 for probable single-units, 433 

and p = 0.12 for multi-units). Additionally,  did not differ among the three classes for either 434 

execution or observation trials (Kruskal-Wallis tests, p = 0.69 for execution trials, p = 0.95 for 435 

observation trials).  436 

 437 

The similarity index, , compared each MN’s firing rates for the four movements during 438 

execution versus observation (Figure 3B). A  of 1 indicates the ratios of the normalized firing 439 

rates during the four movements were identical during execution and observation. A  of 0 440 

indicates the normalized firing rates during the four movements were completely different 441 

(orthogonal) during execution versus observation. A  of -1 indicates the ratios of the 442 

normalized firing rates for the four movements were all of the same relative magnitude but were 443 

opposite in direction during execution versus observation. The median  was 0.60 [0.02 0.88] 444 
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for PM-MNs and 0.51 [-0.03 0.82] for M1-MNs, consistent with the common observation that 445 

most MNs tend to modulate similarly during execution and observation. The  distributions of 446 

PM-and of M1-MNs were not significantly different (p=0.11, two-tail two-sample Komogorov-447 

Smirnov test).  448 

 449 

We also compared the  distributions of the three unit classes, again combining PM- and M1-450 

MNs from all sessions in both monkeys (Figure 3D). For definite single-units, the median  451 

was 0.43 [-0.15 0.84]; for probable single-units, 0.49 [-0.39 0.86]; and for multi-units, 0.64 [0.05 452 

0.86]. The distributions of the  were not significantly different between any of the MN 453 

classes (two-tail two-sample Komogorov-Smirnov tests, definite versus probable p=0.98; 454 

definite versus multi p=0.54; probable versus multi p=0.41).  Definite single-units, probable 455 

single-units, and multi-units thus all had similar distributions of both  and .  We therefore 456 

combined MNs in all three of these classes for subsequent analyses. 457 

 458 

Hidden state sequences during action execution 459 

Figure 4A illustrates the sequence of hidden states detected during three individual trials 460 

involving each of the 4 objects, all from the same session. Each frame shows a raster of spike 461 

times for the 23 simultaneously recorded PM-MNs. Colored lines and the shaded areas beneath 462 

show the time course of the probability of each hidden state. Markers beneath the frame 463 

indicate the times of four behavioral events in that trial: 1) instruction onset (square - ), 2) 464 

movement onset (circle - ), 3) start of the final hold period (upright triangle - ), and 4) the 465 

end of the final hold period (inverted triangle - ). An initial state typically was present during 466 

the initial hold epoch at the beginning of the trial, and a different, final state appeared after 467 

completion of the movement and continued beyond the end of the final hold epoch. Between 468 

these initial and final states, two sequential states most often were detected, with the probability 469 

of each state rising above 0.6, as illustrated by the trials involving the button, coaxial cylinder, 470 
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and perpendicular cylinder in Figure 4. When both of these states were present, the former 471 

appeared during the reaction time epoch (between instruction onset and movement onset), and 472 

the other appeared during the movement epoch (between movement onset and start of the final 473 

hold). We will refer to these four sequential states based on the behavioral epoch in which each 474 

typically became active (i.e. achieved probability > 0.6), namely as the initial, reaction, 475 

movement, and final states. In some trials, however, only one state became active between the 476 

initial and final states, as seen in the three sphere trials shown in Figure 4A. Overall for this 23 477 

PM-MN population, during execution trials 4 states were active sequentially in 87% (89/102) of 478 

the individual trials, 3 states in 12% (12/102) of the individual trials, 2 states in 1% (1/102) and 1 479 

state in 0% (0/102). Figure 4B shows the state probabilities aligned at instruction onset and 480 

averaged across all individual trials involving each object from this session. That the average 481 

probability of each state rose above 0.6 for trials involving each of the four objects, despite the 482 

trial-to-trial variability in reaction and movement epoch durations, indicates that for this 483 

population of PM-MNs the HMMs detected each state with high consistency.  484 

<Figure 4 near here> 485 

Figure 5 shows such averaged hidden-state probability time courses for PM- and M1-MN 486 

populations for each session from each monkey, all for execution trials involving the coaxial 487 

cylinder. Four states were detected consistently in 9 of these 12 MN populations, with the 488 

average probability of each of the 4 states rising above 0.6. In contrast, only 3 states were 489 

detected in 3 of the 12 sessions—monkey L’s M1-MNs from session 3, and monkey X’s PM-490 

MNs from sessions 2 and 3. Although the HMMs were trained to find four states, in these 491 

populations the average probability of the third, ‘movement’ state (green) never rose 492 

substantially above 0.0, and only the second state (brown) became active (probability > 0.6) 493 

between the initial and final states. 494 

<Figure 5 near here> 495 

For each of the 12 combinations of cortical area, monkey, and session, Figure 6 depicts the 496 
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percentage of individual trials (including all four objects) in which 4, 3, 2, or 1 hidden states were 497 

detected as becoming active (probability > 0.6). Overall, 4 states were detected most often, 498 

followed by 3 states. Indeed, 4 states were detected in > 50% of individual trials with all MN 499 

populations except M1-MNs from the third session from monkey L. Two states were detected in 500 

only a small percentage of trials, and 1 state alone rarely if ever. White numerals in each 501 

column give the number of MNs in each population. Note that 1, 2, and even 3 states were 502 

detected primarily when fewer than 20 MNs were available. When more than 20 MNs were 503 

available, 4 hidden states were detected consistently in more than 85% of individual execution 504 

trials.  505 

<Figure 6 near here> 506 

 507 

Timing of hidden state transitions during action execution 508 

We examined the timing of hidden state transitions relative to the behavioral events, focusing 509 

only on trials in which all 4 hidden states (initial, reaction, movement, and final) became active. 510 

In each trial we identified the times at which the probability of each hidden state rose above 0.6 511 

and/or fell below 0.6, and then computed the time difference between these hidden state 512 

transitions and each of three behavioral events—instruction onset, movement onset, and start of 513 

the final hold. Combining the results from all 12 MN populations across trials involving all four 514 

objects, Figure 7A,B shows the distributions of these time differences.  515 

 516 

These distributions reveal that each transition on average occurred closest to one of the three 517 

behavioral events (instruction onset, movement onset, start of the final hold) and during one of 518 

the behavioral epochs (reaction epoch, movement epoch, or final hold epoch). The fall of the 519 

initial state and rise of the reaction state occurred on average 136 ms and 156 ms, respectively, 520 

after instruction onset during the reaction time epoch. The fall of the reaction state and the rise 521 

of the movement state occurred on average 63 and 78 ms, respectively, after movement onset 522 
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during the movement epoch. The fall of the movement state and rise of the final state occurred 523 

on average, 64 and 89 ms, respectively, after the start of the final hold during the final hold 524 

epoch. Hence the transitions from one hidden state to the next occurred most often after the 525 

nearest behavioral event. The standard deviation of the times between the closest behavioral 526 

event and transitions, however, ranged from 121 to 161 ms for falls and from 119 to 165 ms for 527 

rises, values almost as large if not larger than the means. Thus while occurring most often after 528 

the closest behavioral event marker, each state transition often occurred before that marker as 529 

well. 530 

<Figure 7 near here> 531 

One might not have expected hidden state transitions in PM- and M1-MN populations to occur 532 

on average after, rather than before, behavioral events.  For comparison, we therefore trained 533 

HMMs on populations of neurons recorded simultaneously with the present MNs, but which 534 

modulated significantly only during execution trials and not during observation trials (non-MNs, 535 

the number in each population is given in Table 2). Figure 7C,D shows the distributions of 536 

hidden state transition times relative to each behavioral event marker in trials during which all 537 

four hidden states became active, combined across the 12 non-MN populations and four 538 

objects. As for MN populations, state transitions in non-MN populations also occurred on 539 

average after the closest behavioral event, with the exception of the first change of state. The 540 

fall of the initial state and rise of the reaction state for non-MNs also occurred during the 541 

reaction time, on average 183 ms and 195 ms, respectively, after instruction onset, but only -542 

126 ms and -114 ms, respectively, before movement onset. Compared to the first change of 543 

state in MN populations, however, these transitions in non-MN populations occurred on average 544 

later: whether aligned on instruction onset or movement onset, both the fall of the initial state 545 

and the rise of the reaction state occurred later in the non-MN populations than in the MN 546 

populations (p < 10-6, two-tailed t-tests, Bonferroni-corrected for 4 tests).  The subsequent fall of 547 

the reaction state and the rise of the movement state in non-MN populations occurred on 548 
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average 93 and 103 ms, respectively, after movement onset.  Though closest to movement 549 

onset like the equivalent transitions in the MN populations, these transitions in the non-MN 550 

populations again occurred later than those in the MN populations (p < 10-3, two-tailed t-tests, 551 

Bonferroni-corrected for 2 tests). The fall of the movement state and rise of the final state then 552 

occurred on average 84 and 106 ms, respectively, after the start of the final hold, again slightly 553 

later than the equivalent transitions in the MN populations although in this case the difference 554 

was not significant. While equivalent sequences of hidden states thus occurred with similar 555 

timing during execution trials in both the non-MN and MN populations, hidden state transitions in 556 

the MN populations occurred on average before those in the non-MN populations. 557 

 558 

Factors affecting consistency of state sequences  559 

Figure 8A shows a scatterplot of state sequence consistency versus the number of MNs for 560 

each of the 12 combinations of cortical area (PM, M1), monkey (L, X), and session (1,2,3). 561 

Consistency was > 75% for all 6 sessions in which more than 20 MNs were available. For 3 of 562 

the 6 sessions for which fewer than 20 MNs were available consistency was > 70%, but for the 563 

other 3 consistency was < 55%. Even though high consistency more often was associated with 564 

larger numbers of MNs, some degree of consistency could be obtained with as few as 7 MNs. 565 

<Figure 8 near here> 566 

HMMs rely on the simultaneity of the recorded neural activity. We examined the extent to which 567 

truly simultaneous recordings from each MN population contributed to state sequence 568 

consistency by shuffling the recordings from each MN of a given population among different 569 

trials involving the same object, retraining the HMMs, and then reassessing consistency. Trial-570 

shuffled consistency for each session is shown in the scatterplot of Figure 8B. Overall, this 571 

shuffling did not reduce the consistency across the 12 combinations of area, monkey, and 572 

session, averaging 81±17% compared to the unshuffled data which averaged 78±21% (p=0.91, 573 

Kruskal-Wallis, Tukey’s post hoc test). The consistency of hidden state sequences thus did not 574 
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rely on precise temporal synchrony across a MN population; rather, the firing modulation pattern 575 

of each unit during trials involving a particular object was sufficient.  576 

 577 

We next evaluated the extent to which object tuning of MNs contributed to HMM consistency. 578 

We shuffled MN activity across trials involving different objects in the same session, retrained 579 

the HMMs, and re-evaluated consistency (Figure 8C). Shuffling across different objects 580 

produced only a slight decrease in HMM consistency averaging 68±18%, statistically different 581 

from the trial shuffled datasets (p < 8e-7, Kruskal-Wallis, Tukey’s post hoc test) but not the 582 

original dataset (p = 0.08, Kruskal-Wallis, Tukey’s post hoc test). 583 

 584 

Lastly, we kept the same neurons in the same trials but shuffled the ID assignments of the MN 585 

recordings within each trial, again retrained the HMMs, and again reassessed consistency 586 

(Figure 8D). In all 12 MN populations, shuffling neuron IDs reduced consistency to an average 587 

of 29±4%, a decrease of 49% relative to the original, unshuffled data and significantly different 588 

from each of the other shuffled datasets (p < 4e-9, Kruskal-Wallis, Tukey’s post hoc test)  589 

 590 

Hidden state sequences during action observation 591 

We also trained HMMs on trials in which each monkey observed the RGM task being performed 592 

by an experimenter. HMMs were trained in the same manner as the execution trials presented 593 

above. Figure 9 shows examples from a single session in which 4 hidden states were detected 594 

consistently in trials involving the sphere, button, or coaxial cylinder, but only 3 states in trials 595 

involving the perpendicular cylinder. Overall, the number of hidden states detected was both 596 

lower and more variable during observation than during execution trials. Across all 12 597 

combinations of monkey, area, and session, 4, 3, 2, and 1 states were detected in 80.9%, 598 

18.0%, 1.0%, and 0.1% of execution trials, but only in 44.1%, 32.6%, 17.7%, and 5.6% of 599 

observation trials. 600 
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<Figure 9 near here> 601 

Consistency also was lower for HMMs trained on observation trials. For execution trials across 602 

all sessions and objects, PM-MN populations from monkey L had consistent state sequences in 603 

86.7% [85.2%, 88.2%] (mean [25th and 75th percentiles]) of individual trials, and M1-MN 604 

populations, in 72.2% [70.3%, 74.1%]. PM-MN populations from Monkey X had consistent state 605 

sequences in 54.1% [52.0%, 56.1%] of individual trials, and M1-MN populations in 97.3% 606 

[96.6%, 98.0%]. But in observation trials, PM-MN populations from monkey L had consistent 607 

state sequences in 62.8% [60.7%, 64.9%], and M1-MN populations in 26.4% [24.3%, 28.5%]. 608 

PM-MN populations from Monkey X had consistent state sequences in 34.5% [32.7%, 36.3%] of 609 

individual trials, and M1-MN populations in 45.0% [42.8%, 47.1%].  610 

 611 

Similar sequences of hidden states detected during execution and observation 612 

Although MNs commonly are thought to represent movements per se, hidden state sequences 613 

in MN populations from both PM and M1 appeared to reflect the entire sequence of behavioral 614 

epochs in execution trials, including the initial hold, reaction time, and final hold epochs during 615 

which no motion occurred. Did the same sequence of hidden states occur in MN populations 616 

during observation trials? Using HMMs trained on execution trials, we decoded the observation 617 

trials recorded during the same session. Figure 10 illustrates HMMs trained on sphere execution 618 

trials and then used to decode sphere observation trials, separately for MN populations from PM 619 

(Figure 10A-D) and from M1 (Figure 10E-H), all recorded simultaneously in the same session 620 

from monkey L. In the three single-trial examples, the PM-MN population consistently detected 621 

the four sequential states—initial, reaction, movement, and final—in the execution trials used for 622 

training (Figure 10A), and decoded similar sequences in observation trials that had not been 623 

used to train the model (Figure 10C). Because of trial-to-trial variability in the timing of state 624 

transitions, trial-averaged state probabilities for the PM-MN population did not necessarily reach 625 

1.0 (Figure 10B,D).  Nevertheless, the hidden state consistency of this PM-MN population for 626 
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execution trials was 100%, i.e. the initial, reaction, movement, and final state each attained 627 

probability > 0.6 in that order in every trial.  During observation trials, the hidden state 628 

consistency of this PM-MN population decreased to 73.7%, which was not unexpected given 629 

that the monkey may not have paid close attention on every observation trial (Krakauer et al., 630 

2017).   631 

 632 

Substantially different results were obtained, however, on the same trials using the 633 

simultaneously recorded M1-MN population (Figure 10E-H). In the single-trial examples, four 634 

states were detected during sphere execution trials (Figure 10E), but when the HMM trained 635 

with M1-MNs on execution trials was used to decode observation trials, only the initial state was 636 

detected as active, and remained so throughout each of the illustrated single trials (Figure 10G). 637 

Similar results for this M1-MN population are evident in the trial-averaged probabilities (Figure 638 

10F,H). For this M1-MN population, state-sequence consistency across all sphere trials was 639 

100% for execution trials but fell to 5.3% for observation trials. For the sphere trials in this 640 

session, similar hidden-state sequences were present during execution trials and most 641 

observation trials in the PM-MN population, but not in the M1-MN population. 642 

<Figure 10 near here> 643 

For each MN population in each session, we trained an HMM separately for each object on 644 

execution trials and then used that HMM to decode hidden states during observation trials. We 645 

then calculated the hidden state consistency for the execution trials and for the observation 646 

trials separately. Figure 11 shows these hidden state consistencies for the PM- and the M1-MN 647 

populations from each of the two monkeys. Not unexpectedly, for each type of MN population 648 

from each monkey, comparing across the 12 samples (4 objects x 3 sessions) showed lower 649 

consistency for the decoded observation trials than for the execution trials used to train the 650 

HMMs (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, p < 0.01 after Bonferroni correction for 4 tests). To compare 651 

the degree of the drop in consistency from execution to observation, we calculated the ratio of 652 
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the consistency during observation versus execution trials (observation consistency / execution 653 

consistency) for each of the 12 samples (4 objects x 3 sessions). In monkey L, the mean ratio 654 

across the 12 samples was 0.54 for PM-MN populations and 0.40 for M1-MN populations; in 655 

monkey X, the mean ratios were 0.79 and 0.17, respectively. In each monkey, the ratios for M1-656 

MN populations thus were lower than those for PM-MN populations, although this trend reached 657 

significance only in Monkey X (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, p = 0.2 for monkey L, p = 0.0003 for 658 

monkey X). The hidden states found during execution thus tended to persist during observation 659 

trials more in PM- than in M1-MN populations.  660 

<Figure 11 near here> 661 

 662 

Hidden states correspond to specific subspaces in population activity during execution and 663 

observation 664 

Sequences of four hidden states thus became active consistently across the majority of 665 

execution trials in both PM- and M1-MN populations.  The same sequences could be detected 666 

in many observation trials, particularly for PM-MN populations. These findings suggest temporal 667 

patterns of covariation in the activity of MN populations during execution trials that remain 668 

similar during observation trials. To examine such covariation in greater detail, we considered 669 

the firing rates of the N mirror neurons in a given population as an N-dimensional space and 670 

performed principal component analysis (PCA) on the N firing rates for execution trials involving 671 

each object separately. Across all 12 combinations of monkey, session, and cortical area, the 672 

first two PCs accounted for 71.2% to 95.1% of the variance in MN firing rates during execution 673 

trials.  674 

 675 

For each object, we then projected the N-dimensional firing rates for all execution trials onto the 676 

plane of the first 2 PCs for that object, and averaged across trials. Figure 12 illustrates such 677 

averaged neural trajectories for the PM- and M1-MN populations (Figure 12A and B, 678 
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respectively) recorded simultaneously in session 2 from Monkey L. In both the PM- and the M1-679 

MN population, these 2-dimensional trajectories progressed from the start of the trial, through 680 

instruction onset ( ), movement onset ( ), start of the final hold ( ), and completion of the 681 

final hold ( ), during execution trials involving each of the four objects.  682 

<Figure 12 near here> 683 

We then projected the firing rates of the same MNs averaged across observation trials onto the 684 

same PC1 versus PC2 plane defined by execution trials for each object. For the PM-MNs, these 685 

2D neural trajectories during observation trials were similar to, albeit somewhat smaller than, 686 

those found during execution trials. For the M1-MNs, however, the 2D trajectories during 687 

observation trials collapsed, indicating that co-modulation of these M1-MNs during observation 688 

trials had little to no projection in the plane defined by the activity of the same MNs during 689 

execution trials.  690 

 691 

The area subtended by each unclosed average trajectory was estimated (using the ‘polyarea’ 692 

function in MATLAB) from the average trajectory beginning at instruction onset and ending at 693 

the completion of the final hold. We then compared these areas for each type of MN population 694 

from each monkey across the 12 samples (4 objects x 3 sessions). Both for PM- and for M1-MN 695 

populations in both monkeys, area was smaller for observation trials than for execution trials 696 

(Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, p < 0.001 after Bonferroni correction for 4 tests). To compare the 697 

degree of the decrease in area from execution to observation, we calculated the ratio of the 698 

area during observation versus execution trials (observation area / execution area) for each of 699 

the 12 samples. In monkey L the mean ratio across the 12 samples was 0.33 for PM-MN 700 

populations and 0.08 for M1-MN populations; in monkey X, the mean ratios were 0.22 and 0.05, 701 

respectively. In each monkey the observation:execution area ratios for M1-MN populations thus 702 

were lower than those for PM-MN populations (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, p = 0.005 for 703 

monkey L, p = 0.012 for monkey X). The temporal patterns of co-variation in MN firing rates 704 
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found during execution thus tended to persist during observation trials more in PM- than in M1-705 

MN populations.  706 

 707 

Discussion 708 

Populations of mirror neurons were found to encode sequences of hidden neural states as 709 

detected by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). These hidden states corresponded approximately 710 

to behavioral epochs of the reach, grasp, and manipulate (RGM) task. By decoding neural 711 

activity during observation trials with models trained on execution trials, we found that 712 

populations of PM-MNs tended to show similar hidden state sequences and neural trajectories 713 

during execution and observation whereas M1-MNs did not. 714 

 715 

Mirror neuron populations encode sequences of hidden states related to multiple behavioral 716 

epochs 717 

Rather than only detecting a baseline state and a movement state, HMMs most often detected 718 

four hidden states in the activity of MNs during individual execution or observation trials. These 719 

four hidden states corresponded approximately to behavioral epochs in each trial. MN 720 

populations thus represented not only the movement per se, but multiple non-movement 721 

behavioral epochs—initial hold, reaction time, and final hold—of the RGM trials.   722 

 723 

The fall of one hidden state and the rise of the next typically occurred during one of the 724 

behavioral epochs, most often after the closest behavioral event marker (instruction onset, 725 

movement onset, or the start of the final hold). We therefore chose to label each hidden state 726 

based on the behavioral epoch (initial hold, reaction time, movement time, final hold) during 727 

which that state typically began. We found that during execution trials non-MN populations 728 

progressed through similar hidden state transitions with similar timing; hence the sequence of 729 

states and the timing of their transitions were not unique to MNs.  Non-MNs, of course, were not 730 
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modulated significantly during observation trials. 731 

 732 

The initial state generally was present during the initial hold epoch and was replaced by the 733 

reaction state during the reaction time epoch, consistent with the appearance of a visual 734 

instruction cue resulting in neural activity that initiated movement in execution trials (Kaufman et 735 

al., 2016). In observation trials, however, the rise of the reaction state in the reaction time epoch 736 

could not have resulted from observation of the experimenter’s movement, which had not yet 737 

started. Rather, the rise of the reaction state during observation trials most likely resulted from 738 

the monkey seeing the instruction with the expectation that the experimenter was about to 739 

move, even though the monkey itself would not be generating an RGM movement in response 740 

to that visual cue.  741 

 742 

The fall of the reaction state and rise of the movement state then occurred most often (but not 743 

always) after movement onset. We speculate that two factors may have contributed to this 744 

change of state.  First, re-afferent feedback, both visual and/or proprioceptive, may have 745 

contributed by arriving in PM and M1 after movement onset.  PM and M1 both receive 746 

substantial somatosensory input (Lemon and Porter, 1976; Fetz et al., 1980; Lemon, 1981; 747 

Rizzolatti et al., 1981b), and visual information arriving in PM (Rizzolatti et al., 1981a; Fogassi et 748 

al., 1999; Graziano, 1999) could influence M1 via their inter-areal connections (Muakkassa and 749 

Strick, 1979; Shimazu et al., 2004).  While proprioceptive feedback would not be present during 750 

observation trials, visual input from the experimenter’s movement would. Second, during RGM 751 

movements the activity of most M1 neurons (not distinguishing MNs versus non-MNs) shows 752 

two sequential phases, the first phase encoding the location to which the reach is being made, 753 

and the second encoding the object being grasped (Rouse and Schieber, 2016). The timing of 754 

this transition between location and object encoding occurs near movement onset but varies 755 

among individual M1 neurons—before movement onset in some and after movement onset in 756 
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others—and therefore may also have contributed to the change from reaction to movement 757 

state.   758 

 759 

The subsequent fall of the movement state and rise of the final state occurred on average after 760 

the start of the final hold.  This change of state could reflect the transition in control from 761 

movement to posture (Venkadesan and Valero-Cuevas, 2008), the loss of dynamic feedback 762 

from the moving limb (Ghez and Sainburg, 1995; Sainburg et al., 1995), and/or the 763 

somatosensory input from contact with the object (Johansson and Flanagan, 2009).   764 

 765 

In most reach-to-grasp tasks, the difference between the initial and final states might be 766 

attributable to the hand grasping an object during the final hold but not during the initial hold 767 

(Caggiano et al., 2009; Bonini et al., 2010). In the present RGM task, however, the hand 768 

grasped and manipulated an object during both the initial hold and the final hold. That the 769 

posture of the arm and hand were different during the final hold as compared to the initial hold, 770 

however, may have contributed to the HMMs detecting distinct initial and final states (Caminiti et 771 

al. 1990, Sergio and Kalaska 2003). 772 

 773 

Previous studies also support the notion that MN populations not only respond to observed 774 

motion of another individual’s arm and hand, but also monitor the preceding behavioral context. 775 

Some MNs discharge when the other individual withholds an expected movement in the NoGo 776 

trials of a Go/NoGo task (Bonini et al., 2014a). Some MNs show anticipatory discharge 777 

preceding the onset of observed movements (Cisek and Kalaska, 2004; Maranesi et al., 2014). 778 

Neither the NoGo discharge nor the anticipatory activity of such MNs can be attributed to 779 

observation of a movement, and instead indicate that the context of expecting to observe a 780 

movement engages at least some MNs. We found that hidden state transitions in MN 781 

populations generally occurred slightly before, rather than after, the equivalent transitions in 782 
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non-MN populations, consistent with the notion that even during execution MN populations 783 

incorporate some expectation of what is about to happen rather than simply responding to what 784 

has happened.  785 

 786 

Although each RGM trial had the same behavioral structure—initial hold, reaction time, 787 

movement, and final hold—regardless of which object was instructed, we chose to train HMMs 788 

on each object separately. As illustrated in Figure 2, MNs often discharged differentially 789 

depending on the particular grasp being performed, and this variance during the movement 790 

epoch might have degraded the performance of the HMMs had they been trained across 791 

objects. We therefore used random shuffling of the data from execution trials to examine the 792 

extent to which the different objects affected hidden state consistency (Figure 8). When we 793 

shuffled recordings of MN firing among trials from the same object (Figure 8B), the consistency 794 

of the hidden states was similar to the original, unshuffled dataset (Figure 8A).  Although this 795 

shuffling to a certain extent disrupted the relative timing of both the behavioral events and the 796 

spikes discharged by MNs in different trials, and therefore may have blurred state transition 797 

times, the retained consistency indicates that MNs generally progressed through a similar 798 

sequence of hidden states in different trials involving the same object. When we shuffled the 799 

assignments across objects hidden state sequence consistency decreased somewhat (Figure 800 

8C), confirming that the four different grasps did affect HMM performance to some extent. 801 

Nevertheless, state sequence consistency by and large was maintained, indicating that the MN 802 

populations captured the sequence of the four behavioral epochs in the RGM task without 803 

relying entirely on object-specific information. This hidden-state representation of the general 804 

structure of the RGM task was most substantially decreased, however, by shuffling neuron IDs 805 

within a trial (Figure 8D). The hidden states of MN populations thus encoded sequential 806 

behavioral epochs based on differences in the general pattern of modulation of different MNs 807 

across objects. For example, the MN illustrated in Figure 2A had a very low baseline rate and 808 
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discharged a burst during the movement for all four objects, whereas the MN illustrated in 809 

Figure 2B had a substantial baseline rate, fired a burst after instruction onset, and was 810 

suppressed after movement onset for all four objects. We infer that HMMs detected hidden 811 

states largely based on such overall patterns of modulation in the different MNs of a population, 812 

distinct from each MN’s individual variance in its own firing related to particular grasps/objects.  813 

PM versus M1 MN populations 814 

During observation, MNs are generally thought to monitor the movements of other individuals.  815 

Our findings reveal that MN populations, particularly those in PM, monitor not only the observed 816 

movement, but also the preceding and following behavioral epochs during which no movement 817 

occurs.  What about MN activity during execution? MNs constitute a substantial fraction of the 818 

task-related population in both PM and M1, and therefore commonly have been assumed to 819 

participate in driving movements along with non-MNs.  Nevertheless, our findings, like those of 820 

most other studies of MNs, do not address the question of whether MNs causally contribute to 821 

driving movements during execution or simply monitor the movement as it is executed.  822 

Addressing this issue directly awaits future investigations in which MNs versus non-MNs can be 823 

selectively stimulated and/or inactivated.   824 

 825 

Two studies, however, have suggested that MNs with corticospinal axons (pyramidal tract 826 

neurons, PTNs) contribute to driving movements during execution while serving to prevent the 827 

subject’s own movement during observation (Kraskov et al., 2009; Vigneswaran et al., 2013).  828 

The firing rate of PTN MNs in both PMv and M1 often was found to increase during execution 829 

but to increase less or even to decrease during observation.  Insufficient PTN excitation of the 830 

spinal cord could prevent the subject’s own movement during observation.   831 

 832 

Although the present execution/observation similarity index ( ) distributions were not 833 

significantly different between populations of PM- and M1-MNs (in which we made no attempt to 834 
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identify PTNs), the simultaneous MN activity in these two areas did show differences in hidden 835 

state sequences.  HMMs trained on execution trials decoded full sequences of hidden states in 836 

observation trials more frequently for PM- than for M1-MN populations.  Furthermore, PM-MN 837 

population trajectories progressed similarly during execution and observation whereas the 838 

trajectories of M1-MN populations collapsed during observation.  M1-MN trajectories traveling 839 

through one neural subspace during execution but an orthogonal subspace during observation 840 

may contribute to the absence of movement during observation (Kaufman et al., 2014).   If such 841 

execution/observation differential activity of M1-MN populations, together with insufficient PTN 842 

activation of the spinal cord, prevents the subject’s own movement during observation, then PM-843 

MN populations would be free to continue discharging as if the subject were performing the 844 

movement, enabling the brain to monitor the entire sequence of behavioral epochs being 845 

observed.    846 
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Tables 974 

 975 

Table 1. Reaction and movement times during execution and observation. 976 

 Monkey L  
(execution) 

Monkey X  
(execution) 

Experimenter  
(observation) 

Number of Sessions 3 3 6 

Number of Trials 263 294 517 

Reaction Times (ms) 
(median [25% 75%]) 278 [253 300] 379 [336 427] 489 [405 591] 

Movement Times (ms) 298 [244 344] 292 [250 390] 544 [488 634] 

 977 

 978 

Table 2. Summary of the recorded number of neurons. 979 

 Monkey L Monkey X 

Session No. 1 2 3 All 1 2 3 All 

Execution 90 87 95 272 71 83 104 258 

MN 38 30 33 101 44 35 60 139 
non-MN 52 57 62 171 27 48 44 119 

PM-MN 30 22 23 75 3 7 13 23 
M1-MN 8 8 10 26 41 28 47 116 

PM non-MN 22 21 20 63 5 11 7 23 
M1 non-MN 30 36 42 108 22 37 37 96 

 980 

  981 
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Figure Legends 982 

 983 

Figure 1. Grasp hand shapes. A and B, Line drawings made from video frames depict the hand 984 

shapes used by the monkey during A execution trials and B those used by the human 985 

and observed by the monkey during observation trials. The one central object (home 986 

cylinder) and four peripheral target objects are labeled in A and illustrated here in 987 

positions reflecting their relative spatial arrangement as viewed by the monkey, although 988 

each object has been drawn in a side view as seen from a camera positioned to the 989 

monkey’s left side. 990 

 991 

Figure 2. Example mirror neurons. A, Definite single-unit MN recorded from PM with similar 992 

discharge during execution and observation. B, Multi-unit MN recorded from M1 which 993 

modulated during both execution and observation but with less similarity than the MN 994 

shown in A . The peri-event time histograms shown above have overlapping traces 995 

averaging ~ 20 trials for each of the four objects, whereas the spike rasters below depict 996 

only 5 trials per object. Behavioral events in each rastered trial are represented by black 997 

markers (instruction onset – square, movement onset - circle, start of the final hold 998 

period - upright triangle, end of the final hold period – inverted triangle). All data have 999 

been aligned on instruction onset (squares). 1000 

  1001 

Figure 3. Distributions of selectivity and similarity indexes for individual MNs. The object 1002 

selectivity index ( , left column) ranged from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates the unit was 1003 

unselective, modulating equivalently in trials involving any of the four objects, and 1 1004 

indicates the unit fired selectively for only one object. For each MN, a  was computed 1005 

separately for execution trials and observation trials, indicated by blue and red bars, 1006 
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respectively. The execution-observation similarity index ( , right column) compared 1007 

the execution and observation activity of each MN across the four objects. The  1008 

ranged from -1 to 1, where 0 indicates that activity during execution versus observation 1009 

was orthogonal (dissimilar), 1 indicates the activity was ideally similar across all four 1010 

objects during execution and observation, and -1 indicates the activity was ideally similar 1011 

in magnitude during execution and observation but opposite in direction, i.e. increasing 1012 

versus decreasing firing rate. A and B, show the  and  distributions, respectively, 1013 

for PM-MNs above and M1-MNs below. C and D show distributions of the same data 1014 

pooled across PM- and M1-MNs and sorted instead by unit type: definite single-units, 1015 

top row; probable-single units, middle row; and multi-units, bottom row.   1016 

 1017 

Figure 4. HMMs trained on execution trials for PM-MN population recorded from Monkey L in 1018 

one experimental session. Each column represents trials involving a different target 1019 

object: Sphere, Button, Coaxial Cylinder (Coax), and Perpendicular Cylinder (Perp). A, 1020 

Three rows of individual trials illustrating the degree to which the state sequences were 1021 

consistent across trials. Background colors indicate the ordinal sequence of hidden 1022 

states. Different color schemes were used for each object. Spike rasters show the 1023 

simultaneous activity of individual MNs in the sampled population. The times of 1024 

behavioral events are represented by black markers beneath each plot:  instruction 1025 

onset ( ), movement onset ( ), start of the final hold ( ), and completion of the final 1026 

hold ( ). B, Averaged hidden state probabilities for each of the four objects. Dashed 1027 

lines indicate the 0.6 probability level, and the number of trials averaged for each object 1028 

(nT) is displayed above each subplot.  All data have been aligned at the time of 1029 

instruction onset ( ).  Subsequent behavioral event markers have been plotted at their 1030 

average time after instruction onset, with horizontal black bars above the markers 1031 

indicating ± 2 standard deviations for the time of each marker across all analyzed trials.  1032 
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The 1.0 s time scale bar above the bottom-left plot applies to all plots.  1033 

 1034 

Figure 5. Trial-averaged hidden state probabilities for coaxial cylinder trials. Average state 1035 

probabilities are displayed for the MN population recorded from each cortical area (PM 1036 

or M1) in each monkey (L or X) in each session (1, 2 or 3). Conventions are similar to 1037 

Figure 4, with dashed lines indicating the 0.6 probability level and the number of MNs 1038 

(nMN) in the population and the number of trials averaged (nT) displayed in each subplot.  1039 

All data have been aligned at the time of instruction onset ( ).  Subsequent behavioral 1040 

event markers have been plotted at their average time after instruction onset, with 1041 

horizontal black bars above the markers indicating ± 2 standard deviations across all 1042 

analyzed trials.  The 0.5 s time scale bar above the left-bottom plot applies to all plots.  1043 

 1044 

Figure 6. Number of hidden states detected in execution trials.  Bar segments represent the 1045 

percentage of trials (combined across the 4 objects) in which HMMs trained on the MN 1046 

population from each monkey, cortical area, and session detected different numbers of 1047 

states: 4 – blue; 3 – red; 2 – yellow; 1 – purple. With one exception, 4 states were 1048 

detected in the majority of trials using each of the 12 MN populations. The number of 1049 

MNs in each population is given in white on the bar. 1050 

 1051 

Figure 7. Hidden state transition times.  Distributions of hidden state fall times (A, C), and rise 1052 

times (B, D), relative to the onset of the instruction (I), the onset of movement (M), and 1053 

the start of the final hold (H) are shown for the initial, reaction, movement, and final 1054 

hidden states. Data were combined across objects, monkeys, and sessions, separately 1055 

for MN populations (A, B) and for non-MN populations (C, D).  Transition times were 1056 

detected when the probability of a given state fell below (red) or rose above (blue) 0.6. 1057 

Numbers at the top of each histogram give the mean and standard deviation (in 1058 
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milliseconds) of the distribution relative to the behavioral event.  1059 

 1060 

Figure 8. State sequence consistency of the 12 MN populations. A, Original dataset. B, Trial 1061 

shuffled datasets. C, Trial-Object shuffled datasets. D, Neuron shuffled datasets. Blue 1062 

symbols represent mean state consistency for Monkey L, red symbols for Monkey X. 1063 

Error bars represent standard deviations across 15 reshufflings. PM-MN populations are 1064 

represented by ‘x’ symbols; M1-MN populations, by ‘o’ symbols.  1065 

 1066 

Figure 9. HMMs trained on observation trials for the PM-MN population recorded from Monkey 1067 

L in a single experimental session. A, Similar state sequence transitions are detected for 1068 

each object on a trial by trial basis. B, Hidden state probabilities averaged across trials 1069 

for each object. Conventions the same as for Figure 4. 1070 

 1071 

Figure 10. Sphere trials decoded with HMMs trained on execution trials. State probabilities are 1072 

shown for 3 individual trials above (A, C, E, and G) and averaged across all trials below 1073 

(B, D, F, and H) for PM-MNs (A-D) and M1-MNs (E-H) in monkey L.  In the execution 1074 

trials used to train the HMMs four states were consistently detected in sequential order – 1075 

initial, reaction, movement, final—whether the MN population came from PM (A,B) or M1 1076 

(E,F). When those HMMs trained on execution trials were used to decode observation 1077 

trials, however, the sequence of four hidden states was found in the PM-MN population 1078 

(C,D) but not in the M1-MN population (G,H). Conventions are the same as in Figure 4, 1079 

with black markers representing the different behavioral events and the time scale bars 1080 

representing 1.0 s for both execution and observation trials. 1081 

 1082 

Figure 11. State consistency for models trained on execution trials and then used to decode 1083 

observation trials. Each panel compares model consistency across trained execution 1084 
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trials (Exec.) with that across decoded observation trials (Obser.) involving each of the 1085 

four objects in the three sessions for different MN populations: A, PM-MN populations 1086 

from monkey L; B, M1-MN populations from monkey L; C, PM-MN populations from 1087 

monkey X; D, M1-MN populations from monkey X. Different objects represented by 1088 

different symbols and colors given in the legend in D (Sphere – orange ‘S’; Button – blue 1089 

‘B’; Coaxial Cylinder – green ‘C’; Perpendicular Cylinder – purple ‘P’). Consistency 1090 

generally was greater for execution trials than for observation trials, but the ratio of 1091 

observation to execution consistency was greater on average for PM-MNs than M1-1092 

MNs. 1093 

 1094 

Figure 12. Neural population trajectories.  PCA projections of the mean neural activity during 1095 

execution and observation trials are shown for A, PM-MNs, and B, M1-MNs, in session 2 1096 

from Monkey L. The neural population trajectory averaged across multiple trials involving 1097 

each object has been plotted in a 2-dimensional PC space computed based on PCA of 1098 

the execution trial neural activity (PCS – sphere; PCB – Button; PCC – Coaxial Cylinder; 1099 

PCP – Perpendicular Cylinder). The most probable trial-averaged hidden state at each 1100 

time point along the trajectory has been represented with a different color, maintaining 1101 

the color scheme used in Figure 4. Observation trials were projected into the same PC 1102 

space derived from execution trial data for each respective object and MN population. 1103 

During execution trials, the neural trajectories of both MN populations progress through 1104 

the average time of instruction onset ( ), movement onset ( ), start of the final hold 1105 

( ), and completion of the final hold ( ). During observation trials, however, PM-MN 1106 

trajectories (A) progressed similarly, with the hidden states occurring in similar PC-space 1107 

locations, whereas the M1-MN trajectories (B) during observation did not resemble their 1108 

execution counterparts.   1109 

 1110 
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